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Attendee Company Email 
Bob Lain Moran-Gulf blain@moranshipping.com 

Niels Lyngso WGMA nlyngso@wgma.org 
Philip Kropf TMCA +PCT pkropf@flash.net 

Trey Gonzalez CG Texas City daniel.a.gonzales@uscg.mil 
Warner Welch USCG richard.w.welch@uscg.mil 

Jamie Merriman CG Texas City Jamie.l.merriman@uscg.mil 
Brittany Riordan G&H Towing Co. briordan@gandhtowing.com 

Tom Hudson MOL Tom.Hudson@mol-bulk.com 

Kellyn Starkey CG Texas City kellyn.a.starkey@uscg.mil 

N. John Pail USCG norbert.j.pail@uscg.mil 

Jim Andrews G&H Towing jandrews@gandhtowing.com 

Naval Aranke Executive Shipping navalaranke@gmail.com 
John Salvesen Odfjell Tankers john.salvesen@odfjell.com 
Tord Saele Odfjell Tankers tord.saele@odfjell.com 
Steve Nerheim VTS Houston steven.w.nerheim@uscg.mil 

George Pontikos Odfjell USA george.pontikos@odfjell.com 

Tom Colby BP Shipping thomas.colby@bp.com 

Bill Hennessey ExxonMobil william.s.hennessey@exxonmobil.com 

Christos Sotirelis Galveston Pilots po@galvestonpilots.com 

Leslie Luczkowski CBP leslie.fleming@dhs.gov 
Stale Eide Eitzen Chemical sei@eitzen-chemical.com 
Chris O’Neil CG Sector Houston Christopher.r.oneil@uscg.mil 

 
The Subcommittee met at WGMA offices on 19 July 2012.  The first action of the Subcommittee was to 
approve the last meeting’s minutes, which was done by voice vote with no discussion and no objections. 
 
The Subcommittee engaged in a robust discussion of its Mission and Vision Statements, considering the 
off-line discussion that had occurred between meetings, resolving five key points and voting its approval 
for a final version.  The approved mission and vision statements are: 
 

Mission: The Waterways Utilization Subcommittee of the Lone Star Harbor Safety Committee 
(LSHSC) is dedicated to maximizing safety, security and efficiency, while balancing the competing 
needs and uses of the waterways in the LSHSC area of interest.  Its efforts shall focus on supporting 
relevant regulations and recommendations associated with the safety of seafarers, vessels and the 
environment.  Its intent is to identify and adopt cooperative best practices while promoting a culture of 
safety among constituent user groups.  In doing so, the following fundamental principles will serve as 
a guide: 
 

• Improve safety, security and efficiency aboard vessels and the facilities these vessels call 
upon, without adversely impacting the commercial viability of the port complex or 
disadvantaging users or user groups. 
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• Foster communication, cooperation and partnerships among Pilots, seafarers, vessel owners, 
charterers, terminal operators, vessel agents, the towing industry, governmental and non-
governmental agencies, port authorities, and recreational users to maximize safety, security 
and efficiency on board vessels and in the waterways. 

• Nurture a safety culture that reflects utmost concern for lives, property and the environment. 
 

Vision: The Safest and Most Efficient Port Complex in the World. 
 
This version was approved by voice vote, with no objections. 
 
The Subcommittee next moved to a brief report from the LAY BERTH/ANCHORAGES Working Group.  
Steve O’Dair was unable to attend the meeting but provided an email report, which stated that work 
progresses between major terminals and the USCG to ensure MARPOL slops provision is allowed.  They 
also indicated that a local agent and USCG participation on the working group are needed, and also 
advocated for Port of Houston and Port of Galveston assistance with identifying applicable layberths.  In 
reflection of the complexity of this topic, the Subcommittee voted to split this into two Working Groups, 
with Layberths to remain under the direction of Steve O’Dair and Joey King, and Bob Lain will join that 
group, while a new Working Group will be chartered to address anchorages.  The Anchorage Working 
Group is slated to meet in Galveston on 3 August, with the GalTex Pilots, Houston Pilots, VTS Houston, 
Sector Houston, the Brownwater community, the Galveston Ferry system, the Army Corps of Engineers, 
NOAA and the Port of Galveston invited to serve on the working group.  This discussion led to an 
introduction to the COC Working Group, by way of John Salvesen’s questions about daylight-only, 
visibility-limited vessels requiring COC inspections and the optimized outcome that would derive from 
doing those inspections at the outer anchorage.  Bottom line for all of us is to advise the Coast Guard 
that having vessels sit at dock unable to transfer cargo is an enormous cost and inefficiency, and 
resources must be brought to bear to keep those delays to an absolute minimum.  Ways must be found 
to keep the COC inspection process from interrupting the flow of commerce. 
 
The group next discussed the latest in the aids to navigation system, and took up a cause brought by 
Steve Nerheim that the tug and barge community’s apparent unawareness and unfamiliarity with the 
Bolivar Roads Alternate Inbound range is shown in the frequency of damage done to the LB 26 over the 
past few weeks.  The group highlighted that outreach was the key, Captain Sotirelis noted hearing talk 
on the radio that supports the idea that tugs+barges need better understanding of the use of the range.  
This was proposed to be marketed to Brownwater University.  
 
Jim Andrews presented some recent data on tug utilization, showing the importance of agents being 
disciplined about ordering tugs.  The teamwork between G&H and the Pilots was evident in honing this 
process to a sharp point with nearly 99% efficiency and continued dropping of “no-tug-wanted” cases 
which keeps the costs to all waterways users as low as possible.   
 
Phil Kropf updated the group on the Bayport Dredging Plan and advised that there is a website for 
activism against the submerged berm at www.ourgalvestonbay.com.  He also expressed a new concern 
with “wake surfers” appearing to try and catch wave breaks coming off deepdraft vessels passing the 
shallow berm.   
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The group revisited the Certificate of Compliance issue noting a handful of positive cases as a result of 
increased teamwork and performance from the LSHSC construct.  One of the larger issues is the 
difficulty of getting data on these cases.  It may be that the group has to slowly build the database on 
these cases over time.  We also had a cursory discussion on Marine Salvage and Fire Fighting endpoints, 
noting that the circumstances had not changed and that we should be mindful that once every nine days 
a deepdraft ship in the Houston Ship Channel loses propulsion, and these have not been deemed 
salvage events.  The group hopes that continues and will continue to monitor. 
 
Niels provided a brief report on the Gate List Working Group stating that they expected to meet soon 
and that John Pail invited Niels to sit in on a meeting with Facilities Security Officers, CDR Bottiglieri from 
the Sector and Master Chief Prince. 
 
We concluded our meeting with two pieces of new business.  The first was a brief discussion on Low 
Sulfur fuels and the Emissions Control Area regulations.  The industry was looking for reassurances that 
their good faith effort to procure low sulfur fuel would be acknowledged, and wanted to ensure that 
there is a mechanism to show that good faith should tested fuel come back above the 1% threshold.  
The reassurance from Sector Houston and MSU Texas City was that your certificate is your “get out of 
jail free card”, showing the owners intent to procure low sulfur diesel.  There were upcoming meetings 
with WGMA to do more marketing and explanation on this topic.  The Coast Guard policy to implement 
the rule was still in development, but in general there was not much worry that we would be ready.  
Chris O’Neil gave a succinct explanation of the Coast Guard’s preparation for this new regime, and 
reassured that the reasonableness standard would apply. 
 
The other issue presented was a new vessel traffic management policy for low visibility vessels going to 
Houston, wherein vessels that satisfy the profile (windmill carriers, car carriers, etc) would prompt a VTS 
management scheme to mold the sailing and movement times for other traffic in the channel around 
the movement times of these limited visibility ships.  Steve Nerheim thought it would apply to 15 ships 
per week.  The concern is to ensure the SOLAS definition for limited visibility would be applied.  Steve 
Nerheim assured that it would, but that this was a balancing act, and it was about making traffic safer 
while minimizing the effects on other vessels.   
 
The next meeting date for the subcommittee is Thursday, August 23 @ 1130 @ 1717 Turning Basin 
Drive. 
 
It was motioned and seconded to adjourn at 1404, carried by voice vote.   


